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Barr Remote Spool Window (RSW) 
Requirements 
The Barr Remote Spool Window (or RSW) is a tool which allows users to operate a Barr 
Host Communications Server (BHCS) from their own computer.  RSW provides a Spool 
window with most of the functionality of the BHCS Spool window.  Spool functions are 
performed in the same manner through RSW so there’s no extra training required. 

Security concerns regarding users running Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP), to control 
and operate a remote BHCS server, are addressed with RSW.  An RDP session provides 
access to the entire BHCS machine; the Start button, Control Panel, other programs etc.  
RSW only allows BHCS Spool access and control, subject to the permissions granted. 

RSW software is supplied as a separate stand-alone product because it’s usually 
installed on a different machine from BHCS.  By default, your BHCS system is licensed to 
allow one free RSW client, with extra licenses available at a cost. 

You must have BHCS version 7.2.2.34 or later installed and running on your BHCS 
Server.  This version provides a new Computer Service, the ‘BHCS WCF Service’, which 
should be set to run Automatically.  The BHCS WCF Service uses Microsoft Windows 
Communication Foundation to allow the RSW to communicate with BHCS Spool. 

RSW runs on Windows 7 or later, as well as Windows Server 2008 or later.  The feature 
to search for and discover BHCS servers on the network uses the Discovery feature of 
Microsoft Windows Communications Foundation (WCF), called WS-Discovery. 

WS-Discovery uses UDP port 3702, which needs to be opened on the firewalls of both 
the RSW and BHCS machines.  If a Domain is in use the Domain Server may also need 
UDP port 3702 opened (in and out). 

Finally, RSW and BHCS Spool communicate via TCP port 9002 so both machines and 
any routers/firewalls between them must also allow traffic to flow on this port. 

Take a look at RSW as a more secure replacement for an RDP session into a BHCS 
Server. 

Contact Atac for more information. 

Output Manager’s Resource Sampler 
Output Manager includes a tool called the Sampler which can give you all the details 
about any print resource, be it native or virtual, font, form or image.  The Sampler runs via 
a System and Utility client called VipSamp which must be started first.  Choose View | 
System Utilities | right-click VipSamp | Start. 

Next, consider how you want the Sample.  Do you want a PDF document or is Viewer 
output ok (or any other output client)?  Ensure the relevant output client is started and, in 
the case of Viewer, set to Output Mode. 

Finally, use the Control window to select either the profile or set file.  If you choose the 
profile, the SET entry tells the Sampler which set file to use and from there, where files 
are located.  Either right-click | Sample or click the Sample button at the top of the Control 
window to open the Sampler window. 

The Sampler window includes lots of options.  Initially just focus on the Output Client 
drop-down and select your required output (PDF-OUT, VIEWER etc.).  Next, select the 
source Data Stream; Xerox, AFP240, AFP300 or Virtual then finally the Type of resource; 
Font, Image, Form, Logo etc.  The right-hand pane fills with the chosen resource files 
located; select one and click Submit to produce the Sample. 
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If you output to the Viewer in Output mode, you’ll see a job in the Job Queue Manager 
which remains until the Viewer closes the output.  If you sample to an output client like 
PDF-OUT, the entry in JQM appears then disappears almost immediately. 

Information supplied in the Sample output includes print samples of the form or image or 
the full character set for fonts.  Many technical items are reported; size, resolution, 
rotations, baseline offset, full character by character details for fonts, width, height and 
placement for images and forms. 

The Sampler is very useful when you look at a page and need to identify a particular item; 
font, image or form.  Run the job to Viewer and choose Options | Page Details to select 
the different resource types and see which ones are present on the page. 

In theory, these are presented in the order in which they are encountered, left to right, top 
to bottom.  In practice, it’s difficult sometimes to accurately line-up the reported resources 
with the page content. 

The Sampler allows you to examine resources in detail and verify exactly which ones are 
which on the page.  I sometimes end up holding two pages up against a window to line-
up a sample, with say an address font used in the document, for example. 

Take a look at the Sampler the next time you need to identify any resource within a print 
job. 

Contact Atac for more information. 

Barr Routing 
Routing ensures the right jobs go to the right printers (or output devices).  Routing is 
accomplished by matching certain job attributes with printer attributes.  When attributes 
match, and both job and printer are Ready, the job will be sent to the printer. 

A common field to route on is the Class field.  At the simplest level a unique Class is put 
alongside a Spool printer at the top of the BHCS Spool window, then it is set to Ready.  
The operator manually changes one or more print jobs to the same Class, then sets them 
to Ready and they are sent to the printer. 

Slightly more complex jobs may require routing on two fields; Class = ‘A’ and Form = 
‘STD’ for example.  In this case both attributes must match, so alongside the BHCS 
printer the Class and Form fields are set accordingly.  A print job must have BOTH the 
same Class and Form to route to the printer. 

You can route on any of the white columns displayed onscreen; more can be added via 
View | Format Columns to suit requirements.  Columns are available with info from 
Mainframes, AS-400 and Unix machines, and other different print sources. 

A Ready printer with no routing information alongside will print everything (all Ready 
jobs), so always ensure a printer has valid routing before setting it to Ready. 

Print file attributes can be applied at several points to the job: 

 The sending machine can set the jobname, class, form etc. which come through 
as part of the job. 

 The receiving Barr connector (LPD, IP Socket, RJE, Channel, Print Utility) can 
apply fixed attributes to every job received, or in some cases extract variable 
attributes from banner pages of the jobs. 

 The files pass through the Barr Override Table (OT) just before they hit Spool.  
The OT is a set of rules that you can build to apply Conditional Actions to jobs, 
such as ‘If the job is Class T, put the job on Hold’ or ‘If the job starts with ”ABC”, 
then set the Class to “X”’. 

A well-functioning system utilizes these points to apply routing information to jobs and 
then print them without human intervention.  Careful planning and understanding of the 
routing logic gives you complete control over what is printed where, and even when (via 
scheduling). 

Contact Atac for more information. 

Q & A 
Q.  Does Output Manager’s PDF-IN module support PDF/A files? 
A.  Yes.  Although the PDF/A format is an unalterable format intended for Archive only, 
Output Manager can process it and output a new print file. 
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Q. We can’t add a Connection through the Barr/Print Channel 7-Plus program; why not? 
A.  You must run the Barr/Print Channel 7-Plus program by right-clicking and choosing 
‘Run as Administrator’ in order to add and delete Connections.  A desktop shortcut to 
same can have this option permanently enabled by editing the shortcut’s Advanced 
Properties. 
 
Q.  We are migrating our Barr RJE system from an SNA connection to Enterprise 
Extender (EE).  How much testing of our many, many print jobs do we need to do? 
A.  Not much at all.  It’s just a Transport change so none of the print will be changed in 
any way.  Once you’ve got the EE link working and have successfully transmitted a few 
jobs, you’re good to go. 

Feedback 
Your feedback is valuable to Atac and helps us provide the high standard of service 
which you have come to expect from us, and which we are proud to deliver.  Whether you 
have questions about our product range, a story to share regarding your experiences, or 
you would like to comment on our newsletter, just send us an email. 

Subscribe 
If you would like us to send a copy of this newsletter to additional people, send us an 
email containing their email address(es). 

Unsubscribe 
If you would prefer not to receive this newsletter, send us an email. 

Atac’s Privacy Policy 
At Atac we value your input, and we keep it private.  We will never make any of this 
information available to any other company, nor will it be sold or traded in any way. 
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